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Abstract. Strong collaboration in supply chain at B2B market may improve operational and financial performance of both suppliers and clients. Need for collaboration benefits realization is especially actual for supplying manufacturers with huge investments in inventory as well as high ordering and carrying costs. Traditional stock level optimization models rely on historic data which makes them inefficient when supply if influenced by changing customized demand of key B2B clients. Strong collaboration with key clients, synchronization of planning process through the whole supply chain up to the end user and a forward-looking demand adjustment (ΔD, %) to the forecasting model are suggested to improve efficiency of planning. The model is validated at the B2B industrial manufacturer with positive effect. Application of the demand adjustment reorients the whole inventory planning practices towards a proactive approach that lead to a higher operational and financial efficiency.

1 Introduction

Inventory management, being part of working capital management, is an essential area where considerable potential for operational efficiency improvement could be found [1], [2], [3], [4]. Related to primary processes in value chain that employ critical amounts of financial recourses, even minor inventory management discrepancies may lead to huge extra costs resulted from keeping either too much or too little inventory, or from clients complains and may influence dramatically overall company’s financial performance [5], [6], [7].

Though inventory management as an area of working capital management is quite a popular subject for academic studies, most of researchers analyze its influence on company’s financial performance and profitability looking backwards and using data from the past for future predictions [8], [9], [10]. Companies need to revalue stock control challenges and practice and turn to more predictive approach to succeed in stock optimization and better performance [11], [12], [13]. Unfortunately, existing practice and methods of stock optimization and planning are based on «dead» data collected in accounting. Thus, it’s less and less useful for contemporary operational production management oriented to satisfy increasingly individualized clients requests [14] and support highly customized approaches in B2B industrial segments which is nowadays become relevant to production of consumer goods as well [15], [16].

2 Materials and Methods

Some methodologists already discuss implementation of forward-looking methods for inventory predictive planning, however they most based on the “ideal market” presumption where the fact that companies do not function alone is neglected and the irrational behavior or non-equal collaboration effects are not considered [11], [17]. So, especially in customized operations with material-intensive production, inventory management becomes not just a part of working capital management, but it’s essential nature with critical importance for short-term efficiency and survival [18]. Thus, collaboration in supply chain should be considered and utilized for introducing proactive planning methods for optimum stock level that expect to improve operational and financial performance [12].

Modern researchers point high impact of supplier collaboration with key clients on operational and financial performance [19] especially for B2B companies, where collaboration aims to achieve their processes cross-controlled and synchronized [11]. So, one can expect collaboration to serve better predictivity and quality of production planning while making management practices rather proactive than reactive. The research proved that profitability of manufacturing companies can be increased if managers efficiently reduce the number of days inventories held [3]. By efficient reduce here we mean to minimize both ordering and carrying costs while providing strong in-time supply of production materials. Companies should avoid inventory level being inadequate or excessive as it leads...
to profitability decrease or stock-outs that pull back sales operations [5].

Advanced inventory managers should direct their efforts to find methods of reducing lead-time and demand driven variances, to strengthen relationships with vendors and suppliers, to improve accuracy of their predictions, as well as combining different risk sources in a supply chain [7]. Existing stock planning activity is commonly based on the traditional statistical (back-looking) approaches employed at ABC-XYZ analysis, safety stock level, service level, reorder point, EOQ [20], [21], [22]. As studied by Ruiz-Torres and Mahmoodi [16], who focused on method that can set off changes in safety stocks levels, historical data analysis that lies under inventory planning models turned out to be not sufficient, while stock level depends on the volatility of future demand.

Collaboration typology in supply chain suggested by Holweg [23] employed forward-looking technics for inventory management (Fig.1) and opened a room for predictive tools application that could also be useful within traditional decomposition of supply chain collaboration on vertical (with customers & suppliers) and horizontal (with competitors) ones. Vertical collaboration refers to collaboration with customers and suppliers [11].

![Fig. 1. Basic supply chain configurations for collaboration. Source: [23].](image)

Despite its high importance for B2B manufacturers, collaboration shouldn’t be an ultimate requirement for every partner as this activity increases fixed costs and requires extra administration. Instead, suppliers should limit its collaboration only to the cohort of key strategic clients with continuous increase of its share. Proper composition of this cohort of high influencers in supply chain is critical as their impact on turnover, level of inventory and whole operational efficiency is dramatic. It’s necessary to assure that benefits and savings on inventory-production synchronization cover additional administrative expenses required.

Classic approach to optimum stock level calculation is based on historic data models [6], [8]. Where it applies well for FMCG companies that operate on B2C market, this back-looking approach provides more drawbacks than benefits for B2B producers, who may benefit from close collaboration with their key clients. So, B2B manufacturers are recommended to apply predictive analysis instruments and establish proactive inventory management that lead to additional cost savings. So, procurement departments at manufacturers should take into account not just company’s production cycle, but also the client’s production forecasts, and even the clients’ sales forecasts, i.e. even expected end-users demand (Fig.2). The company should tend to have a predictive and synchronized collaboration where processes are interconnected [23].

![Fig. 2. Supply chain collaboration for proactive inventory planning in B2B production. Source: author.](image)

Manufacturer should obtain a highly reliable prognosis and realistic and valuable cost saving evaluation that complies with value chain philosophy. The expected percentage of planned increase or decrease in demand (ΔD, %) should be considered. This adjustment has a lot of common to the standard deviation parameter, but while the latter is a back-looking index, adjustment on demand change turns the whole inventory planning model to address the future inventory flow. Incorporation of AD requires usage rate, standard deviation, EOQ, reorder point and safety stock to be adjusted individually to berry change in demand. As a result, the final optimal balance to be held and evaluation of realistic cost savings will be different from the ones calculated within the back-looking inventory optimization model. Relatively, one can expect more precise evaluation of future inventory ordering and carrying costs.

### 3 Results and Discussion

The approach described above was approbated at one of the supply branches of the company that is an exclusive official GE Measurement & Control Solutions representative in EMEA region. The subsidiary operated at B2B market, had 17 clients in 2019 where its mission was to support local manufacturers with high quality equipment, spare parts, service and consumables that contribute to final products quality improvement. Adjustment on demand AD was estimated based on 10 key local clients (90% of overall turnover) that planned to increase own production and relative supply. ΔD applied to optimal stock evaluation model. Overall
savings on stock optimization were evaluated for both approaches (Table 1,2).

The research showed that initially (in historic data approach, Table 1) evaluated cost savings were too optimistic while optimal balance to low to satisfy the risen future demand. If company disregarded its customers planning process but rather applied inventory management models based on its own data from the past, it won’t be able to supply efficiently (in-time and with minimal costs) and profitability will suffer.

### 4 Conclusion

To have more realistic and proactive inventory planning, a manufacturing company should introduce forward-looking adjustment on clients demand planned changes when applies traditional quantitative models to ABC-XYZ analysis, planning EOQ, optimum stock level, reorder point, service level and other inventory planning elements where calculations based only on historic data. Companies should collaborate and work as a synchronized system to satisfy client’s demand the most cost efficient way. If inventory management employs forecasting methods that look through the following supply chain over its internal production plan and consider planning conducted at clients’ side useful for inventory optimization, one may name the company being proactive in its inventory management and expect high operational and financial performance results.
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